
 

The story happily ever after 
In the beginning Snow white is ‘dead’ but she was actually kidnapped by 
Cindy to get more tiktok clout (because you can get paid for tiktok if you 
get enough views). Aurora kidnaps Red Riding Hood to save her from 
Cindy. Aurora and Bbw (big bad wolf) are going on an adventure to find 
them. First they go to Prince Charmings house and they find makeup 
wipes and suspect that if he didn’t use them, he was hiding someone. 
They have a theory it is snow white but they have to prove it. They first 
go to the Mer kingdom of king triton because he is Snow Whites 
Godfather. They visit Ariel and she said the mer people knew ages ago 
that she wasn’t dead. They then gather the gifts Ariel Gave them (a 
handglider and a clock). The hand glider leads them to the Land of Oz. 
After following all the clues they end up in wonderland. There they meet 
the cheshire cat and his brother and they give them riddles about the 
clock that Ariel gave them. Shortly after they figure out the riddle the 
queen of hearts arrives and arrests them. Cindy has been suspected of 
Hansel’s kidnapping and when she is being interviewed, she finds out 
that Red has been kidnapped. She admits to kidnapping Hansel but is 
worried for Red. Then bbw has to take Cindy to the queen of hearts. 
Cindy ends up getting a twenty year prison sentence for her actions, and 
gives birth to her son in prison. Bbw has to take his son home. Snow 
comes round to babysit the kids. And bbw and red leave and the whole 
cast jumps out and they all do the renegade until the lights fade out. 
Characters (4): 
Big bad wolf- he works for tiktok and makes 15-60 second videos for 
money. 
Cindy D’Amelio- also works for tiktok and mostly does dances. She is 
also a kidnapper. 
Aurora- an independant woman who ‘doesn’t need no man’. She 
kidnapped Red to save her from Cindy. 
Snow White- everyone thinks she’s dead. Was kidnapped by Cindy for 
clout, and also has a major in photography. 
 
First 5 opening lines  



(at snow’s funeral) 
Jack = (in a very posh voice) Would the audience now stand for our final 
song called… (breaking into american slang) eh’ whatever this isn't my 
job anyway.( throws service book behind his back) 
*song* 
Jack = We will now proceed to miss whites final resting place. 
A few snivells from the crowd. 
Red riding hood = I am so sad (dries fake tears) comfort me babe. (holds               
out her hand to bbw who places a stack of cash in it) 
Scene 2. 
A few small crumbling gravestones cover the area and a huge memorial            
made of glass sits right in the middle, a few of bbw’s fans hide behind a                
gate. 
Fans = EEEKKKKKKKK!!!!!!! BBW OMG!! ( running towards bbw ) 
The fans lower themselves to their knees and squeal excitedly as bbw            
signs their posters, faces and clothes. 
Bbw = And…. Done. follow my insta @The.Great.BBW ,bbw in all caps.            
Ciao!! (winks at fans as they stumble giddily across the graveyard) 
 
I think you should perform my play on stage because me and my friend              
have written this play for our school drama club but no one could             
rehearse it or see it due to covid. We have already written the play so we                
just need to adapt it. Also our script has a bit of everything: drama,              
romance, comedy, adventure and action. Also it's some old, traditional          
fairy tales made to become one modern, fun, action script.  
 
 


